
Primate
Custom Built Primate Caging

Features and Benefits

Description

–Europe’s premier designer and 

installer of primate housing

–Unit dimensions built to meet specific 

individual requirements

–Fixed or mobile configurations

–Patented LAZY TONGTM cage 

crushback system

–A choice of materials facilitate the 

creation of a comfortable 

microenvironment 

–Removable panels for gang or 

single housing

–Foraging facilities

–Flushing facilities

Over 30 expertise in primate housing design and
installation has made Arrowmight the company of
choice for researchers planning a new primate 
facility. Our innovative design team created many of
Europe’s state-of-the-art primate facilities, to which
visits can be arranged to view the latest in primate
housing design.

Arrowmight pioneered the choice of materials, including
glass, stainless steel, high-density olaminates and
Trespa™ to facilitate the creation of comfortable 
customised microenvironments. These facilities, at major
pharmaceutical companies and leading research centres
stand as a testament to Arrowmight’s position as Europe’s
premier designer and installer of primate housing.

Primate housing is available in either fixed or mobile 
configurations. Units consist of a standard range of
dimensions which may be varied to suit, through a totally
customised designed. Units may be floor mounted or 
built on plinths to reduce cross contamination.

Fixed Housing
Arrowmight designers consider carefully each end user’s
specific needs in order to create a facility which 
maximises the potential of available space. This is then

transposed to Europe’s most experienced manufacturing
and installation team for conversion into a facility which in
corporate the very best of quality, durability and flexibility.

Options for consideration include:
Units with connecting tunnels to permit gang housing with
a series of removable panels to allow selected areas to be
opened or closed.

Standard  or LAZY TONG™ crushback systems for safer
procedures.

Play areas to further enhance the microenvironment.

Half sized perches to increase the available floor area.

A choice of materials, including glass, stainless steel, high
density laminates and Trespa™ facilitates the creation of a
comfortable customised microenvironment. Units may be
floor mounted or built on plinths to reduce cross 
contamination.

A range of labour saving devices are available, such as
swivel hoppers to allow feeding from the corridor and
hands-free locks, which ease entry into the pen. The
optional automated watering system positioned at the
front of the pens prevents flooding and enables easy
access to the valve.
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